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Holacracy

2015-06-04

in holacracy brian j robertson outlines a ground breaking
approach to organisation no managers only roles holacracy is the
opposite of the cliché way to run a start up it creates clarity who
is in charge of what and who makes each kind of decision evan
williams cofounder of blogger twitter and medium in traditional
companies managers make decisions and workers execute the
plan but holacracy is a revolutionary and tried and tested new
system which turns everyone into a leader the organisation
looks like a nest of circles not a pyramid but it s not anarchy it s
finally clear who should make each decision the person on the
frontline has that authority and the organisation succeeds by
adapting swiftly to pursue its purpose in holacracy pioneer brian
robertson explains how to adopt this system across your
organisation and what you can do just within your department
or for yourself and how to overcome any obstacles along the
way

The Revolutionary Management
Handbook

1994-01-01
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at last a book that makes strategic thinking something every
manager can use this short and compulsively re readable book
shows you how you can apply state of the art strategic
management to every aspect of your job suddenly you ll find
that you can achieve more and are stressed less in the time you
spend the revolutionary new management system described
here will enable you to win more often lose less often and gain
control of your own destiny the world s best managers the
grand strategists have found a way of working that provides a
powerful answer to the fundamental challenges facing managers
today the grand strategist will teach you their secrets and
provide you with skills that you can take as far as you want to
go

The Grand Strategist

2016-07-27

john adams did not hesitate to lead his countrymen into
revolution but when other advocates of american independence
focused solely on tearing down british tyranny adams kept
asking then what asking and answering this question was for
him the key to managing revolutionary change successfully for
the present and for the ages drawing on the latest adams
scholarship as well as adams s autobiographical writings
revolutionary management john adams on leadership presents
in the spirit and style of author alan axelrod s bestsellers patton
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on leadership and elizabeth i ceo 128 lessons for today s business
leaders adams s leadership was less about change than about just
and effective sustainability which is why his experience offers
such rich relevant and immediately applicable lessons to those
who manage modern enterprises

Revolutionary Management

2008-02-26

in who said so michael parker introduces you to the unique
leadership philosophy known as value centered management
using the exciting creative format of a business narrative the
book contrasts the familiar pains of traditional business
management with value centered management by contrasting
the opposing style of father and son managers following this
enlightening business tale you ll learn how to focus your
business on what your customers truly value and how to turn
that into new business and profit

Who Said So?

2008-04-30

the holland football employed the philosophy of total football in
the 1970s which saw them win the world cup and critical
acclaim this text explores the dynamics behind total football and
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discusses what individuals organisations and teams can learn
from its ground breaking example

Total Management

2007-10

workers and workplaces in revolutionary china collates
documents detailing the conflict and politics of chinese industrial
development in the 1970s originally published in 1974 issues
discussed in this volume include socialism the harbour docks in
china and tobacco factory workers this title will be of interest to
students of asian studies anthropology and politics

Workers and Workplaces in
Revolutionary China

2015-12-14

in today s fast paced and competitive manufacturing landscape
industries worldwide face the pressing challenge of optimizing
production processes to meet ever growing demands for
efficiency quality and sustainability traditional manufacturing
systems often need help to meet these demands leading to
inefficiencies quality issues and increased costs to address these
challenges there is a critical need for a comprehensive
understanding of advanced production management principles
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such as the toyota production system tps and its evolution into
the advanced tps revolutionary automobile production systems
for optimal quality efficiency and cost serves as a definitive
guide for scholars seeking to understand and implement the
principles of tps and advanced tps in modern manufacturing
management by offering a deep dive into these systems
philosophy theory and practical applications the book equips
readers with the knowledge and tools needed to revolutionize
their manufacturing processes whether you re a scholar looking
to expand your knowledge or a practitioner seeking to enhance
your organization s manufacturing capabilities this book offers a
compelling solution to modern manufacturing challenges

Revolutionary Automobile Production
Systems for Optimal Quality, Efficiency,
and Cost

2024-05-13

includes activities based on johnny fremain by ester forbes and
the fighting ground by avi

The Revolutionary War

1991
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praise for fischer black and the revolutionary idea of finance the
story of fischer black is remarkable both because of the creativity
of the man and because of the revolution he brought to wall
street mehrling s book is fascinating financial times a fascinating
history of things we take for granted in our everyday financial
lives the new york times mehrling s book is essential reading
for anyone interested in the development of modern finance or
the life of an idiosyncratic creative genius publishers weekly
fischer black was more than a vital force in the development of
finance theory he was also a character perry mehrling has
captured both sides of the picture the evolution of thinking
about the pricing of risk and time as well as the thinkers
especially this fascinating eccentric who worked it out robert m
sowlo nobel laureate and institute professor of economics
emeritus massachusetts institute of technology although i
worked closely with fischer for nine years at goldman sachs and
clearly recognized both his genius and the breadth and
originality of his ideas until i read this book i had only the
vaguest grasp of the source of his inspiration and no
understanding at all of the source of his many idiosyncrasies bob
litterman partner kepos capital perry mehrling has done a
remarkable job of tracing the intellectual and personal
development of one of the most original and complex thinkers
of our generation fischer black deserved it a charming and
brilliant book about a charming and brilliant man robert e lucas
jr nobel laureate and professor of economics the university of
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chicago

Fischer Black and the Revolutionary Idea
of Finance

2011-12-27

profiles the computer software company that used a
revolutionary management strategy to become a nearly 2 billion
dollar company

Twenty-First-Century Management

2000-08

maris boyd gillette s groundbreaking study tells the story of
jingdezhen china s porcelain capital from its origins in 1004 in
song dynasty china to the present day gillette explores how
jingdezhen has been affected by state involvement in porcelain
production particularly during the long 20th century she
considers how the chinese government has consumed invested
in taxed and managed the local ceramics industry and the effects
of this state intervention on ceramists lives their local
environment and the nature of the goods they produce gillette
traces how jingdezhen experienced the transition from imperial
rule to state ownership under communism the changing
fortunes of the ceramics industry in the early 21st century the
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decay and decline that accompanied privatisation and a revival
brought about by an entrepreneurial culture focusing on the
manufacture of highly prized art porcelain

China's Porcelain Capital

2016-08-11

interweaving personal experience with practical wisdom a
successful executive introduces a system for achieving business
success that explains how to focus one s efforts to achieve
maximum effect while avoiding distractions that hinder long
term goals

Doing what Matters

2007

this projected ten volume edition of mao zedong s writings
provides abundant documentation in his own words regarding
his life and thought it has been compiled from all available
chinese sources including the many new texts that appeared in
1993 mao s centenary

Mao's Road to Power: Revolutionary
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Writings, 1912-49: v. 4: The Rise and Fall
of the Chinese Soviet Republic, 1931-34

2016-04-08

this groundbreaking book reveals what it takes for managers of
any generation to succeed in this fast paced and exciting new
environment command and control may have once been an
effective model in managing the large numbers of cookie cutter
clones that business programs were producing faster than
anyone could say mba but the rapid change and increasing
complexity of the twenty first century have rendered that
model obsolete for the most part today s managers who were
trained in the old ways are not adept to succeed in the current
work environment that has evolved from take it or leave it
hierarchies to collaborative networks of workers and managers
feeding off each other s ideas to build the business together the
new age of mass collaboration demands a new and extremely
different model to manage by today wiki management
featuring enlightening examples from forward thinking
companies including google whole foods linux and wikipedia
wiki management outlines the revolutionary necessary steps
companies must take to leverage their collective intelligence
effectively integrate diverse points of view transition leaders
from the role of boss to that of facilitator make delighting
customers more important than pleasing superiors achieve a
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shared and actionable understanding of the key drivers of
business success it s a different world today than the one you
were educated in trained in and found great success in this wiki
world has reshaped both the work we do and the way we do it
making mass collaboration not only possible but usually the best
solution

Wiki Management

2013-11-01

this proceedings book reflects the alternative way of
development of the modern global economic system it sets
evolutionary development in opposition to revolutionary leap
the search for the best way to develop the world economy in
the present and future is carried out the social environment and
the human centered development of the modern global
economic system have been explored the features of training of
personnel for the modern global economic system through the
development of vocational education and training have been
studied sustainable development energy and food security have
been identified as significant milestones of the progress of the
modern global economic system innovations and digital
technologies have been suggested as the drivers of growth and
development of the modern global economic system
consideration has been given to the institutional framework and
legal groundwork for the development of the modern global
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economic system the fundamentals have been identified and
recommendations have been put forward for improving
governmental regulation financial and capital investment
support for integration in the modern global economic system
the book includes the best works based on the results of the
22nd international research to practice conference current issues
of the global economy which was held on june 19 2020 at the
peoples friendship university of russia pfur moscow russia and
the 14th national research to practice conference a new
paradigm of social and economic development in the age of
intelligent machines which was held on may 14 16 2020 nizhny
novgorod russia viii international research to practice conference
multipolar globalization and russia which was held on may 21 23
2020 rostov on don russia iii all russian research to practice
conference power business and education the ascent to man
which was held on may 21 22 2020 krasnoyarsk russia
international research to practice conference current issues and
ways of industrial development engineering and technologies
which was held from september 28 2020 till october 1 2020
komsomolsk on amur and the 15th national research to practice
conference new models of behavior of market players in the
conditions of digital economy which was held on october 29 30
2020 at ufa state oil technical university institute of economics
and service ufa russia the target audience of the book consists of
scholars studying the features of development of the global
economic system at the present stage and the prospects for its
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future progress

Modern Global Economic System:
Evolutional Development vs.
Revolutionary Leap

2021-03-16

this is the first book to explore the impact of american corporate
culture on latin american societies in the decades before world
war ii

The Revolutionary Mission

1999-11-13

new religions in japan claim millions of members and
simultaneously provoke criticism and fulfil social functions this
publication serves as a handbook about these new religions on
the basis of recent research written by an international range of
scholarly experts

Establishing the Revolutionary

2011
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in this book professor lusztig solves an interesting problem by
entirely new methods specifically the use of cohomology of
buildings and related complexes the book gives an explicit
construction of one distinguished member d v of the discrete
series of gln fq where v is the n dimensional f vector space on
which gln fq acts this is a p adic representation more precisely d
v is a free module of rank q 1 q2 1 qn 1 1 over the ring of witt
vectors wf of f in chapter 1 the author studies the homology of
partially ordered sets and proves some vanishing theorems for
the homology of some partially ordered sets associated to
geometric structures chapter 2 is a study of the representation of
the affine group over a finite field in chapter 3 d v is defined
and its restriction to parabolic subgroups is determined in
chapter 4 the author computes the character of d v and shows
how to obtain other members of the discrete series by applying
galois automorphisms to d v applications are in chapter 5 as one
of the main applications of his study the author gives a precise
analysis of a brauer lifting of the standard representation of gln
fq

Discrete Series of GLn Over a Finite Field.
(AM-81), Volume 81

1971

the pre revolutionary russian economy was backward and
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stagnant whatever the criticisms of the economy post revolution
the turnaround in terms of growth and output was staggering
this book looks at the alternatives to stalin s reform program that
had such tragic outcomes applying the ideas of orthodox
economic theory marxism and also institutionalism the volume
encourages the reader to think critically about the development
of the russian soviet economy and also examines the original
theories of russian economists of the period intelligent writing
incisive insights and impressive originality characterise vincent
barnett s book which will be a valuable resource for all economic
and political historians with an interest in russia

The Revolutionary Russian Economy,
1890-1940

2004-03-04

across the revolutionary divide russia and the ussr 1861 1945
offers a broad interpretive account of russian history from the
emancipation of the serfs to the end of world war ii provides a
coherent overview of russia s development from 1861 through
to 1945 reflects the latest scholarship by taking a thematic
approach to russian history and bridging the revolutionary
divide of 1917 covers political economic cultural and everyday
life issues during a period of major changes in russian history
addresses throughout the diversity of national groups cultures
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and religions in the russian empire and ussr shows how the
radical policies adopted after 1917 both changed russia and
perpetuated an economic and political rigidity that continues to
influence modern society

Across the Revolutionary Divide

2011-06-24

as traditional music career paths become increasingly scarce 21st
century musicians must reach out to new and diverse audiences
to ensure career success and sustainability many universities and
conservatories now offer entrepreneurship courses for their
students but musicians already in the working world must also
learn to build relationships with their communities jumpstart
and fund new initiatives engage new audiences and ultimately
create successful and meaningful careers creating the
revolutionary artist challenges performers to build increased
audiences through creative action and community involvement
mark rabideau helps jumpstart the careers of musicians and
artists in all styles and at all levels as it lays out business and
project management acumen within a talent driven spirit of
civic mindfulness drawing together the real world wisdom of
world class musicians and educators the book includes strength
identification and idea creation exercises inspiring case studies
and a toolkit of how to guides to lead the reader through a
successful community based project and on to a rewarding
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career in the arts to access various templates included in the
book please visit textbooks rowman com rabideau

Creating the Revolutionary Artist

2018-06-08

in this thought provoking handsomely illustrated book italian
neurobiologist stefano mancuso considers the fundamental
differences between plants and animals and challenges our
assumptions about which is the higher form of life the wall
street journal fascinating full of optimism this quick accessible
read will appeal to anyone with interest in how plants continue
to surprise us library journal do plants have intelligence do they
have memory are they better problem solvers than people the
revolutionary genius of plants a fascinating paradigm shifting
work that upends everything you thought you knew about
plants makes a compelling scientific case that these and other
astonishing ideas are all true plants make up eighty percent of
the weight of all living things on earth and yet it is easy to
forget that these innocuous beautiful organisms are responsible
for not only the air that lets us survive but for many of our
modern comforts our medicine food supply even our fossil fuels
on the forefront of uncovering the essential truths about plants
world renowned scientist stefano mancuso reveals the
surprisingly sophisticated ability of plants to innovate to
remember and to learn offering us creative solutions to the most
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vexing technological and ecological problems that face us today
despite not having brains or central nervous systems plants
perceive their surroundings with an even greater sensitivity
than animals they efficiently explore and react promptly to
potentially damaging external events thanks to their cooperative
shared systems without any central command centers they are
able to remember prior catastrophic events and to actively adapt
to new ones every page of the revolutionary genius of plants
bubbles over with stefano mancuso s infectious love for plants
and for the eye opening research that makes it more and more
clear how remarkable our fellow inhabitants on this planet
really are in his hands complicated science is wonderfully
accessible and he has loaded the book with gorgeous photographs
that make for an unforgettable reading experience the
revolutionary genius of plants opens the doors to a new
understanding of life on earth

William Carstares: a Character and Career
of the Revolutionary Epoch. 1649-1715

1874

the close of the seven years war brought only a lull in the great
conflicts of the eighteenth century and yet for a time men
seemed less influenced by dynastic quarrels and their attention
was centered upon questions of social and political reconstruction
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the policies of rulers were affected by these newer interests
they tried to make an end of crying abuses or at least to simplify
their administrative systems and to remove troublesome
obstacles to the exercise of their authority in the last years of the
century the timid plans of monarchical reform in france were
thrust aside by a popular revolution which aimed to reorganize
society according to the principle of equality the same principle
of reorganization was carried beyond the ancient frontiers of
france when war broke out and victorious french armies sought
to enlarge the borders of the nation or to impose the national
institutions upon dependent peoples before the period closed
with the downfall of napoleon and the settlement of 1815 these
two forces of monarchical reform and revolutionary action had
worked many changes in the structure of european society

The Revolutionary Genius of Plants

2018-08-28

guy debord the situationist international and the revolutionary
spirit presents a history of the two avant garde groups that
french filmmaker and subversive strategist guy debord founded
and led the lettrist international 1952 1957 and the situationist
international 1957 1972
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The Revolutionary Worthies of the
Medical Staff

1891

in its early years the american republic was far from stable
conflict and violence including major land wars were defining
features of the period from the revolution to the outbreak of the
civil war as struggles over who would control land and labor
were waged across the north american continent the world of
the revolutionary american republic brings together original
essays from an array of scholars to illuminate the issues that
made this era so contested drawing on the latest research the
essays examine the conflicts that occurred both within the
republic and between the different peoples inhabiting the
continent covering issues including slavery westward expansion
the impact of revolutionary ideals and the economy this
collection provides a diverse range of insights into the turbulent
era in which the united states emerged as a nation with
contributions from leading scholars in the field both american
and international the world of the revolutionary american
republic is an important resource for any scholar of early
america
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The Revolutionary Period in Europe

2018-01-26

this book explores the emergence of artificial intelligence
blended with financial concepts as a promising new area in
business and technology financial technology or fintech the book
introduces the very relevant concepts of fintech its financial
derivatives management information systems and artificial
intelligence and provides tools to find solutions to complex
problems in the finance and investment domain the case studies
provide firsthand knowledge of real problems faced by the
industry and highlights the thought processes in resolution of
complex problems topics address the global adoption of fintech
fintech disruptions in the financial sector the use of machine
learning and artificial intelligence to increase the effectiveness
of financial trading algorithms fintech in retail banking and risk
management inbound marketing as well as internal marketing
for fintech fintech in the international education sector and
more both business professionals and those in the technical
industry will find this book to be of great use it will be quite
helpful for both professionals and students in the fields of finance
and artificial intelligence
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Guy Debord, the Situationist International,
and the Revolutionary Spirit

2019-07-15

betancourt categories political systems as theocratic totalitarian
authoritarian and demo cratic for each system he assesses its
response to the challenge of social change and its capacity for
accommodation and transformation he sees responses of the elite
its willingness to use force judiciously and

The World of the Revolutionary
American Republic

2014-04-16

her short analysis of the iranian armed forces in the 1980s is first
rate so too is her much more substantial section on women and
the state in iran as well as offering useful insights into the
workings of the islamic state in iran this readable book also
provides a warning of the struggles ahead in many other
muslim societies anoushiravan ehteshami times higher education
supplement islam has been the driving force shaping the
ideology and the power base of the iranian revolution this
volume engages critically with the islamic perspective and
promises offered by the revolution looking at the rise of the
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religious institution as a revolutionary force the author observes
their post revolutionary policies in the domains of politics
economics education the armed forces and women s status in the
event the volume demonstrates that the iranian government
has failed to deliver on most if not all of its islamic pledges

Memoir of Brigadier-General John
Dagworthy of the Revolutionary War

1895

cd rom contains presentation about dma

Metro DWDM: More Than Just
Bandwidth, the Potential for
Revolutionary New Architectures

2024-05-13

using a wide variety of sources previously unavailable hong
yung lee offers for the first time a theoretical and historical
perspective on china s ruling elite examining their politics and
the bureaucratic system in which they participate he traces the
evolution of these cadres from the guerrilla fighters who first
joined the communist movement and founded the new regime
in 1949 to the technocratic specialists who wield power today in
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the revolution the communist leaders built a peasant based party
organization whose members were largely recruited from
uneducated poor peasants and hired laborers even after they
became the founders of a new regime their rural orientation and
revolutionary experiences continued to affect the political
process lee shows that the requirements of modernization have
compelled the state to replace the revolutionary cadres with
bureaucratic technocrats selected from the postliberation
generation the new leaders are more committed to problem
solving than to socialism despite uncertainties in the immediate
future this elite transformation signifies an end to modern china
s revolutionary era lee argues that it seems only a matter of
time before china will have a bureaucratic authoritarian regime
led by technocrats possessing a managerial perspective and a
pragmatic economic orientation using a wide variety of sources
previously unavailable hong yung lee offers for the first time a
theoretical and historical perspective on china s ruling elite
examining their politics and the bureaucratic system in which
they participate he traces the evolution of these cadres from the
guerrilla fighters who first joined the communist movement
and founded the new regime in 1949 to the technocratic
specialists who wield power today in the revolution the
communist leaders built a peasant based party organization
whose members were largely recruited from uneducated poor
peasants and hired laborers even after they became the founders
of a new regime their rural orientation and revolutionary
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experiences continued to affect the political process lee shows
that the requirements of modernization have compelled the
state to replace the revolutionary cadres with bureaucratic
technocrats selected from the postliberation generation the new
leaders are more committed to problem solving than to socialism
despite uncertainties in the immediate future this elite
transformation signifies an end to modern china s revolutionary
era lee argues that it seems only a matter of time before china
will have a bureaucratic authoritarian regime led by technocrats
possessing a managerial perspective and a pragmatic economic
orientation

Revolutionary Challenges and
Opportunities of Fintech

2016-07-27

marx lenin and the revolutionary experience offers a fresh look
at communism both the bad and good and also touches on
anarchism christian theory conservatism liberalism marxism and
more to argue for the enduring relevance of karl marx and v i
lenin as democratic revolutionaries it examines the red decade of
the 1930s and the civil rights movement and the new left of the
1960s in the united states as well studying the past to grapple
with issues of war and terrorism exploitation hunger ecological
crisis and trends toward deadening de spiritualization the book
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shows how the revolutionaries of the past are still relevant to
today s struggles it offers a clearly written and carefully
reasoned thematic discussion of globalization marxism
christianity and religion in general communism the history of
the ussr and us radical and social movements

Revolutionary Strategy

1980

Islam and the Post-Revolutionary State in
Iran

2002

The Revolutionary Corporations

1991-01-01

The Healthy Organization

2010
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From Revolutionary Cadres to Party
Technocrats in Socialist China

1983

A Revolutionary Approach to Project
Management and Risk Management

2014-06-03

The Royal Dockyards During the
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars

1868

Marx, Lenin, and the Revolutionary
Experience
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The Review of the Revolutionary
Elements of the Rebellion, and of the
Aspect of Reconstruction
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